Monday, December 9, 2019

4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
"Sarcoma Patient-Derived Tumor Organoids for Personalized Medicine Applications"
Alice Soragni, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Department of Orthopedic Surgery, David Geffen School of Medicine, UCLA Co-Director, Orthopedic Oncology Translational Research Laboratory, UCLA Member, Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center (JCCC), UCLA
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO
Leichtag Room 107 (Lecture Room)
Host: Hiutung Chu
Contact: Andrea Bribiesca, anbribiesca@ucsd.edu

Tuesday, December 10, 2019

10:00 am
“Deciphering the Function of Specific Cell Types in Memory Circuits”
Nelson Spruston, Ph.D., Howard Hughes Medical Institute
THE SCRIPPS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
DNC Auditorium
Host: Giordano Lippi
Contact: Nancy, nancyw@scripps.edu
Tuesday, December 10, 2019
12:00 pm
“Non-cell-autonomous Effect of Astrocytes on Cerebral Cavernous Malformation Disease”
Miguel Alejandro Lopez-Ramirez, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Department of Medicine, University of California, San Diego
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO
Leichtag Building, Room 107
Host: Joan Heller Brown

Tuesday, December 10, 2019
4:00 pm
“Multiplexed Signals in Dopamine”
Adrienne Fairhall, University of Washington
Neurosciences Seminar Series
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
Center for Neural Circuits and Behavior, Farquhar Seminar Room
Host: Jess Haley, jahaley@ucsd.edu

Wednesday, December 11, 2019
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
“Metabolic Regulation of Anti-Tumor Immune Responses”
Susan Kaech, Ph.D., Professor and Director, NOMIS Center for Immunobiology and Microbial Pathogenesis, NOMIS Chair, Salk Institute for Biological Sciences
CMM Joint with Biology
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO
Natural Sciences Building 1205 (NSB Auditorium)
Host: Chris Glass & Amanda Goldrath
Contact: Steve Portillo, (858) 534-9600, smportillo@ucsd.edu

Thursday, December 12, 2019
Thursday, December 12, 2019
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm
“Friend or Foe: Immune Responses and Epidemiology of Dengue and Zika”
Eva Harris, Ph.D., Professor, Division of Infectious Diseases, School of Public Health, UC Berkeley, Director, Center for Global Public Health, School of Public Health, UC Berkeley Chair, Infectious Diseases and Immunity Graduate Group (PhD program), SPH, University of California, Berkeley
*Immunology and Microbiology Bicoastal Seminar Series*
THE SCRIPPS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
W.M. Keck Foundation Amphitheater
Host: Silke Paust
Contact: Toni Thomas, tonit@scripps.edu

Thursday, December 12, 2019
4:00 pm
“Beyond Sarcopenia”
Stephen B. Kritchevsky, Ph.D ., Professor of Internal Medicine and Translational Science, Director, Sticht Center for Healthy Aging and Alzheimer’s Prevention, Wake Forest School of Medicine
*GRC Lecture*
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO
MET 223

Friday, December 13, 2019
10:00 am
Segio Itaon
*Young Investigator Seminar*
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO
Natural Sciences Building Auditorium (room 1205)
Hosts: Gentry Patrick, gpatick@ucsd.edu and Laurie Smith, lgsmitl@ucsd.edu

Friday, December 13, 2019
11:00 am
"Experimental Evolution of a Key Innovation in a Virus"
Justin Meyer, Assistant Professor, University of California, San Diego
Friday, December 13, 2019
11:00 am
“Oral Microbiota and Immune Dynamics in Early Hepatopancreatic Malignancies”
Margaret Sällberg Chen, D.D.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor and Senior Lecturer, Director of Doctoral Studies and Head of International Affairs, Department of Dental Medicine
Karolinska Institutet
J. CRAIG VENTER INSTITUTE
Host: Anna Edlund

Monday, December 16, 2019

No listings at this time

Salk Bulletin Extra

Monday, February 3, 2020
4:00 pm
47th MilliporeSigma Lectureship (formerly Calbiochem): “Directed Evolution: Expanding the Enzyme Universe”
Frances Arnold, Ph.D., Linus Pauling Professor of Chemical Engineering, Bioengineering and Biochemistry
Director, Donna and Benjamin M. Rosen Bioengineering Center
2018 Nobel Prize for Chemistry
California Institute of Technology
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
Health Sciences Education Center Auditorium
Thursday, February 6, 2020
4:00 pm
**47th MilliporeSigma Lectureship (formerly Calbiochem): “Innovation by Evolution: Bringing New Chemistry to Life”**
Frances Arnold, Ph.D., Linus Pauling Professor of Chemical Engineering, Bioengineering and Biochemistry
Director, Donna and Benjamin M. Rosen Bioengineering Center
2018 Nobel Prize for Chemistry
California Institute of Technology
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
Health Sciences Education Center Auditorium
Skaggs School of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences
Host: Edward A. Dennis
Contact: Milda Simonaitis, msimonaitis@ucsd.edu

Thursday, February 6 – Friday, February 7, 2020
**4th Edition MarketsandMarkets Genome Editing and Engineering Conference**
San Diego, California
Registration Link and Early Bird Discounts Contact: Sayed, sayed.taabish@marketsandmarkets.com

Thursday, February 6 – Friday, February 7, 2020
**5th Annual MarketsandMarkets Biomarker and Companion Diagnostics Conference**
San Diego, California
Registration Link and Early Bird Discounts Contact: Naman, naman.agrawal@marketsandmarkets.com

Tuesday – Friday, February 18-21, 2020
**8th Annual Winter Q-Bio Meeting**
Registration: [http://w-qbio.org/register](http://w-qbio.org/register)
Early bird registration deadline: Friday, December 6, 2019
Regular registration deadline: Friday, January 17, 2020
Abstract guidelines and submission information: [http://www.w-qbio.org/submit-abstract/](http://www.w-qbio.org/submit-abstract/)
Abstract deadline for talks: Monday, December 2, 2019
Abstract deadline for posters: Friday, January 11, 2020
Contact: coordinator@w-qbio.org

Thursday, February 20, 2020
8:00 am – 6:00pm
16th Moores Cancer Center Industry/Academia "Next Generation Precision Oncology" Symposium
Keynote Speaker: Scott Gottlieb, MD, 23rd Commissioner of the FDA, AEI Resident Fellow, NEA Partner
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
Moores Cancer Center, Goldberg Auditorium
Organizers: Ida Deichaite and Scott Lippman
Contact: Leisa Sutton, lsutton@ucsd.edu

Friday, February 28 – Sunday, March 1, 2020
11th Annual SBP Rare Disease Day Symposium and Bi-Annual CDG Family Conference
“Congenital Disorders of Glycosylation”
THE DANA ON MISSION BAY, SAN DIEGO, CA
For More Information: sbpdiscovery.org/rarediseaseday

March 4 –March 6, 2020
CCB Symposium: From Cells to Clinic
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO
Sanford Consortium Auditorium

March 12-13, 2020
Future of Individualized Medicine
SCRIPPS RESEARCH TRANSLATIONAL INSTITUTE
Organizers: Ali Torkamani and Eric Topol
More information: www.scripps.edu/foim20

June 24-25, 2020
SBP Cancer Metabolism Symposium
SANFORD BURNHAM PREBYS MEDICAL DISCOVERY INSTITUTE
Fishman Auditorium
Online Registration: sbpdiscovery.org/CancerMetabolismSymposium